UVic Pride Collective Meeting Minutes  December 3, 2014

1. Acknowledgement of the Territories
2. Safer Spaces Guidelines
3. Round of Names

4. Announcements
1.) Queer/Trans Salsa is happening tomorrow!
2.) Crafternoon is happening this Saturday Dec 6th!
3.) Youth Outreach Committee is meeting this Thursday!

5. Fear this Queer Discussion
 Requesting support in terms with bus tickets.
DISCUSSION
 Problems with some of the projects some of the collaborators have done in the past.
 Are they producing the zine themselves? I think it’s mostly submission based.
 Is there going to be any public association with us in the zine? Not sure I want that.
Can we ask them to not acknowledge our support?
 Encourage them to seek support elsewhere for now? We’re tied with bus tickets and
they were donated from VIPIRG for a specific reason? Does this fit?
ACTION/MOTION/DECISION
 Request that we be a silent partner (not publicly acknowledge our donations)
 Tell them we will support them as a last resort  encourage to seek support from
other organizations too.

5. Book Club Book Discussion
 We bought a few books for the book club and it was expensive. We can’t continue to
buy books for the bookclub this way. We also bought 5 copies of the same book  what
will we do with them?
DISCUSSION
 Yeah this isn’t sustainable to keep buying books this way.



Maybe we should donate the books after? To the library? Or to the people? Or to other
libraries?

ACTION/MOTION/DECISION
 Donate them after! We will keep two copies and then donate the rest.

6. Facts of Life App
 There is an app released by a UVic professor that helps parents have “the talk” with
their children. This app has many problems with it that have been pointed out by several
collective members.
DISCUSSION
 Haven’t seen the app personally so can’t comment.
 Maybe we can allow everybody time to take a look at the app and then reconvene?
 Maybe set up a working group for folks who are interested in talking abou the
problems of the app and taking action?
ACTION/MOTION/DECISION
 Working group to talk about and come back at the next collective meeting.

Meeting Adjourned

